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Mission: To nurture happy and successful future world citizens through music using the guiding principles of the Suzuki Philosophy
and Pedagogy. Vision: Suzuki Music SA aims to create and develop a nurturing, vibrant, active and creative community of
teachers, students and families for the study and performance of music in accord with the Suzuki Philosophy and Pedagogy.
Through the study and performance of music we seek to enrich students’ lives, enhancing their family relationships and
encouraging them to strive for excellence in all areas of life.

First Piano Concert for 2020 by Anne ApThomas
On Sunday 20th September, my students were excited about their first piano concert for the
year. They had all been disappointed that there wasn’t one due to the disruption of COVID-19
and kept asking when they could perform. There was such an air of excitement in the chapel
and the performance standard was very high. They had all worked very hard for the concert.
I would like to thank Mindi and Ian Hercus for their help in setting up the sanitising tables.
Also Ian for helping out as a COVID Marshal for the afternoon.
Looking at the photo makes me feel so proud of all of the students. They are fortunate to
experience the legacy left to us by Dr. Suzuki and benefit from the Suzuki approach to learning
music.

President’s Report Term 4 - October 2020
Welcome back to term 4. What a year this has been!
Our whole way of living has changed.

discipline, so that students are able to engage in
focussed practice.

We feel sorry for our families who have relatives living
either in Melbourne or overseas who are not able to
visit Adelaide at this stage. Hopefully, it won’t be too
long before our borders are open.

When the ability to do one activity is fostered properly,
this marks the beginning of a higher level of ability.
Ability will develop slowly, at the child’s own pace.
After learning the notes of a piece the next step is
to learn to play it better and even more beautifully.
This is the process that affects the final outcome of a
graduation piece.

I know many of our students are preparing for the
graduation concert on the 1st November. This is an
important concert and the first graduation opportunity
we’ve had this year. There will be almost seventyfive students graduating over four concerts. This is a
wonderful number of students who will be performing.
Playing in a graduation concert recognises the child’s
progress through the levels and is a very important
part of the Suzuki system. The goal for each child is to
play their piece with confidence, having developed a
high standard of performance.
This requires sensitivity and musicality that occurs
once the piece has been well learnt. Students develop
a great sense of achievement from performing in
front of their peers. Learning a graduation piece takes
patience, commitment and time, both on the part of
the students and their parents.
The concert is a celebration, not only for the students,
but for the parents as well. It is a time to be proud of
your children and a time when they are rewarded for
their efforts.

It is the teacher’s role to make sure the basic techniques
are well established. We need to guide not only the
student but the parent in understanding that we
have the child’s best interests at heart, and slow and
thorough progress is the only way to achieve success.
Remember patience, constant encouragement
and enthusiasm all play a very important part in the
success of this method.
I encourage all members to attend our annual AGM on
29th November at 1:30. For the first time we will be
holding the meeting online via Zoom. See pages 28-29
for your invitation and an opportunity to nominate for
the 2021 Suzuki Council.
Enjoy term 4 and we would like to wish you a wonderful
Christmas and all the best for 2021. I hope it will be a
more relaxing and less stressful year than 2020.

We need to remind ourselves of the benefits our
children are receiving by learning music through the
Suzuki Method. A famous quote of Dr Suzuki states:
“Ability is fostered through the act of repetition.”
Repetition is such an important aspect of daily music
practice. Students need to try to make each attempt
better than the last. This speeds up the learning
process and also develops concentration and self-

.

Suzuki Music SA
President
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Suzuki Showcase 2019 Memories

photos courtesy of Deb Signorelli
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Showcase 2019 Memories Senior Cellos playing Danse Rustique by Squire

photos courtesy of Deb Signorelli
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Suzuki Showcase 2019 Memories Featured performers

photos courtesy of Deb Signorelli
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Showcase Memories Senior Violins playing Concerto in E Minor by Mendelssohn

photos courtesy of Deb Signorelli
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Showcase 2019 Memories Organiser, compere, accompanist and teachers

photos courtesy of Deb Signorelli
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My Granddaughter’s Musical Beginnings by Sandy Hammond
My granddaughter Tintin is three-and-a-half years old and

Before starting Suzuki, Tintin was told that she would begin

has started learning Suzuki violin with Sonia.

learning on a box violin. Initially she was annoyed, but when

When my granddaughter was around 11 months old she
began to notice clocks. All of the aspects of an analogue
clock intrigued her - the face, its hands, the numbers, the

it was explained that she needed to demonstrate she could
care and look after the box violin before she could progress
to a real violin, Tintin was electrified with excitement!!

various shapes and most importantly the sound. Seeing a

When the special day came to be measured for a real violin,

clock would put her into a frenzy of laughter and excitement,

Tintin was ecstatic. A Stravinsky 1/16 size became her new

pointing and chanting “ick ock”, and swinging her body to the

companion. When it was time to pack Stravinsky away at the

rhythmic sound, as if her body had become the pendulum.

end of a lesson, Tintin would explain how sad she felt and

Around this time her mother became pregnant with twins

how she would miss Stravinsky until the next day.

and Tintin escorted us to regular ultrasound appointments.

Recently Tintin went to a performance by the Adelaide

When Tintin heard her sisters’ heartbeats a connection was
made. She was astounded at how the heartbeats sounded
like the ticking of a clock.

Symphony Orchestra and naturally she wanted to take
her Stravinsky violin to the performance. When observing
performances Tintin is gob-smacked, still and alert; simply

This primary discovery of rhythm has helped Tintin

entranced. At the end of this recent concert the principal

immensely in exploring the various types of rhythm that

violinist came over to Tintin. She asked Tintin about the

exist in all of us. Discovering and connecting the rhythm of

violin she was carrying and if she could play something for

her own breath,and practising listening to this breath, has

her. Tintin explained that she has Suzuki violin lessons and

helped enable her to calm herself.

that her teacher is Sonia and she proudly played Busy Busy

We often relax and listen to classical music before bed. When
she found Vivaldi’s Four Seasons, she became obsessed. She
quickly understood the changes in the music and visualised
the birds and the changing of the seasons. Tintin was able

Stop Stop. The professional violinist then applauded Tintin’s
performance. Tintin quickly told her that one day she too
would be a principal violinist performing in the Adelaide
Symphony Orchestra!

to fully explain what was happening in certain parts of the
music. It was clear she was not just listening with her ears
but with an inner feeling that placed her in Vivaldi’s actual
cornfields during the storm. She loved to conduct the music
throwing her hands and her body in a high energy trance as
the music seemed to possess her.
Her ear began to become tuned to recognise different
pieces of music and names of the composers. Tintin learnt
all the names and sounds of the different instruments within
an orchestra. She started requesting to watch videos of
certain violinists by name. Soon after we noticed that she
was picking up everyday objects from around the home and
making them into imaginary violins. Often it was the toddlers’
toy guitar and a ruler as a bow. She would invite us to hear
her perform. She imagined that she was on the stage as a
principal violinist creating a magnificent solo piece of music.
Tintin was persistent in asking to learn violin, stepping out of
her imagination just for moment and requesting to learn the
“real” violin, as she put it.
A wonderful teacher was found in Sonia. And Tintin is in
absolute awe of Sonia and devours her every word. When
Sonia picks up her own violin to demonstrate something to
Tintin, it is as if time stops. Tintin will discuss how she too
will be a violin teacher and also a principal violinist in the
Adelaide Symphony Orchestra one day.
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So You Wanted a Break From Lessons - Then What? by Sian Williams
Isaac Wilson is a 12 year old violin student with Sian

I have also played cricket for a while, since 2018. And I really

Williams. His sister Ellie is also a Suzuki student learning

love photography. I have been doing photography for as long

cello under Therese O’Brien.

as I have been playing violin.

Their lovely family have lots of artistic talent with both
mum Salenna and Isaac being photographers. Isaac recently
took out the title of 2019 Australian Geographic Nature
Photographer of the Year and his photography has been
displayed at the South Australian Museum!
Isaac was kind enough to chat to his teacher Sian about his
decision to stop his lessons for a ‘break’ and what made him

Have you got any siblings and do they learn an instrument
as well?
My little sister Ellie learns the cello with Therese. Sian
encouraged us to go and have a look at Therese’s studio and
Ellie had a lesson and liked it.

‘come back!’ Many students sometimes for whatever reason
seem to feel they need a rest, and sometimes it is for a small
reason they can work through, and other times it may be
due to other shifts in their lives that need to create a bit of
space for them to grow! What is always wonderful is that a
student feels comfortable, brave, and excited enough about
their learning to restart and jump back in. Isaac has answered
some questions for us here. Thanks Isaac!

How long have you been learning your instrument and what
made you want to start it in the first place?
I Started in 2017 because I have always liked the violin, and
wanted to learn something. I started before my sister Ellie.

What is your school music program like? is there much to
do?
No there isn’t actually, so it is good to have events out of
school to go to and concerts also. Sian told us today about
the Festival of Music Orchestra which is something I might
do next year or later, because you can play in that until year
10.

So after a while your family touched base with your teacher
and suggested some lessons again. Was this your idea?
Why?
Mum was on a Facebook page and saw a violin for sale. It
kind of reminded her to think of asking me what I thought

What did you know about learning music before you

about lessons. She showed the violin to me and asked me

started? Had you learnt anything before?

what I thought. I said yes straight away, but it was too big so

Yes but only the recorder at school, for one term. Lots of

we are renting one for a little while until I grow into that size.

schools do this I think.

How did you find lessons? How old were you when you
started and what other activities were you doing at the
time?
I thought lessons were pretty fun, and I was quite busy with
a lot of sport. I played footy and also swimming. I still play
football, in fact we just won our grand final this year!

What piece did you start before you decided you would like
to stop or have a rest? Was the piece challenging? Was it
part of the reason you decided to stop?
Yes, I was up to Happy Farmer and I was finding it very
challenging. I had found the Minuets also quite challenging
and I felt like I needed a break for a little while.

What are your other hobbies and loves? How long have you
been doing these?
Suzuki News - Term 4, 2020
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So You Wanted a Break From Lessons - Then What? continued
How did you feel going to that first lesson again? Can you

Teachers note- Isaac is a lovely student, with a loyal and

remember whether you felt like you had a goal or purpose

hard working Suzuki family! From my end, he used to put

for returning to lessons?

a huge amount of pressure on himself! I think Isaac might

Not really, I just wanted to get back into it.

Do you feel different in your lessons now? How?
Yes I am enjoying it more now.

have become frustrated with himself, and the end of book 1 is
indeed a hard slog!
Sometimes when a student asks for a break, it is good to
try and see if you can work through whatever is going on
and simply keep going. But if things are overwhelming
and becoming stressful, a teacher must respect a family’s
choice! What is beautiful about this lovely family is that

What’s different about the way you learn now, if anything?

they are immersed in art of many kinds, Ellie’s cello, and a

Is it how you thought it would be?

continued contact and friendship with me, between teacher

It actually feels a lot easier than before.

and parents. I think this level of contact has meant that the
family, and most importantly Isaac, has felt an open door
at all times, and the sincere and well meaning invitation to

Did you take long to get back into the learning and practice
side of it?
I have already gone further than I did before.

‘come back in when you are ready’. Certainly it is interesting
as a teacher to see a student who has matured and grown up
even more in a year or two, and if they have made the choice
to come back themselves, even better!
Isaac was always a very good student and a lovely child, but

What did your teacher suggest and from those suggestions

now that he’s a little older he is absolutely better at listening

what did you try and has it helped or worked to get you

to my suggestions about ‘productive practice’ rather than

going again?

simply long practices and about breaking down the ‘hard bits’

She suggested practising more often than I was, and
breaking things down more into little pieces. It is working.

into little bite size pieces. Upon restarting, it is so important
to have realistic goals about what to do- it involves starting
at the start! Being patient with yourself! Knowing there is a
little bit- or a lot- of ground work to do to get back ‘where

Do you have any goals with your music going into year 7 or

you were!’

high school soon? How does music add to your life?

Certainly Isaac is more relaxed, happier and even more

I do not have actual goals but I do feel that music adds a

focussed than before (if that is even possible as he was very

sense of achievement to my life.

much so before!) and, really, the hard work is done by him
by consistently listening to suggestions and then- actually
following them- by increasing the listening around the house

Do you have any advice for parents or children wanting a

and by being more structured at practice time- doing things

break from their instrument or thinking about starting

twice as much but half the amount rather than ‘skimming’

again if they stopped like you did?

through entire pieces. Everything looks so wonderful for a

I think if you are thinking of taking a break it is not a bad
thing and you should just take it. It isn’t as hard to get back
into it as we learn from memory and most of what we know
is already in there.

graduation very soon, and with a fresh outlook I am looking
forward to having Isaac play some lovely duets with his sister,
and continue learning harmonies
with the Suzuki songs which is a
new love of his lately. So exciting
to have a phone call to say he was

Did you know that your own teacher had “a rest” from her

coming back!

instrument in year 5? What do you think of that?!

Teachers - always have an open

No I didn’t know that and I think that is interesting to think

door and listen to what the child

that someone that teaches and does a lot of violin had a little
break too.
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I Love TwoSet Violin! by Molly Liu
TwoSet Violin inspire me to practise by telling me to practise.
The End! Ok, I’m just kidding! TwoSetViolin consists of
two professional violinists called Brett and Eddy. They are
YouTubers that have a channel teaching you about classical
music and also how to laugh and have fun with music.
TwoSetViolin have helped inspire me to practice because
they make practice seem so fun!
TwoSet also shares with you the more painful aspects of
getting good at violin. They talk about when they were still
students struggling to improve their skills, and how all that
was worth it, and brought them to where they are today.
They tell you all about things like orchestra, going to a music
university and much more. They do skits, try new things, play
games such as charades and sometimes just do weird but
entertaining things that are just random.

Suzuki News - Term 4, 2020

Anyway, my favourite video has to be them remixing Canon
in D by Pachabel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y5cUYStyl8
I also love the video where they joined in with Ray Chen, a
word-class soloist and played ‘Guess That Soloist’. They
would imitate a soloist and the others would guess who it
was. It was quite entertaining! https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=IuLDw9m_4fg
TwoSet often do collaborations with amazing world-class
soloists like with Ray Chen and Hilary Hahn. The cool thing is,
Brett, Eddy, Hilary and Ray all started their violin journeys off
as Suzuki students! TwoSetViolin are adventurous and make
violin really fun. I really recommend their channel even if you
don’t play violin – they will really inspire you to love music, and
most of all, to do more PRACTICE!
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Welcome to Our Suzuki Family Elora Jane Mahony by Kylie Mahony
I would like to introduce my baby daughter, Elora to her
Suzuki Family! Elora was born on the 6th of August 2020
and was 8.1 pounds (3.7 kg). She is a very healthy and sweet
baby and I feel very lucky to have her!
Elora had a very special journey to me – I decided to become
a solo mum in 2017, and it took me two and a half years of
IVF to finally succeed in having her. She is a double donor
baby, which means she was made from donor egg and
sperm. I couldn’t be happier or prouder of my little girl, and
I look forward to telling her about her unique conception
journey one day.
I hope some of you will get to meet Elora at the upcoming
November Graduation concerts. I feel so fortunate to have
our beautiful Suzuki community for Elora to grow up in. I
know she will be loved and welcomed by all!
P.S. – Elora’s rest position is already looking quite good!

Congratulations
Kylie

on the arrival of your
beautiful baby
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Eye Before Ear or Ear Before Eye? by Dr Mary Lou Sheil
Mary Lou Sheil (1934-2000) was a much loved General Practitioner and Paediatrician who lived and worked in Hunter’s Hill, Sydney.
She had endless compassion and understanding and became a refuge for those in need. She was also a talented musician. She
played the piano and guitar and sang beautifully. In her final years of life she became a composer. She passed all the levels of the
Suzuki piano teacher training requirements and then went on to become a teacher trainer. She was also a Suzuki mum and her
daughter Deborah studied the violin. Deborah is now a violin teacher in Sydney.
Mary Lou was passionate about the Suzuki Method and was in high demand as a teacher and teacher trainer for Suzuki workshops
and conferences around the world. She had a special gift for working with children and spent a lot of time working with children with
special needs. She wrote many articles, including the one below about teaching music to young children, and was also involved
in writing and recording a series of DVDs for the GymbaROO Sensory Integration Program showing all the developmental stages
of children from newborn to 5 years old. Mary Lou was held in high esteem by her Medical colleagues and the Suzuki Community.
She is remembered for her beautiful musical compositions and tireless work for Suzuki Association of NSW. Anne ApThomas
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Eye Before Ear or Ear Before Eye? continued
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Eye Before Ear or Ear Before Eye? continued
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Eye Before Ear or Ear Before Eye? continued
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Eye Before Ear or Ear Before Eye? continued
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Eye Before Ear or Ear Before Eye? continued
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Eye Before Ear or Ear Before Eye? continued
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Eye Before Ear or Ear Before Eye? continued
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Eye Before Ear or Ear Before Eye? continued
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Eye Before Ear or Ear Before Eye? continued
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Eye Before Ear or Ear Before Eye? continued
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Eye Before Ear or Ear Before Eye? continued

(Reprinted with permission from Suzuki Talent Education Association of Aust. NSW Ltd)
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For Sale

VIOLIN CASE
• Black full-size with maroon velvet interior in
very good condition
• Includes hygrometer gauge, several
compartments and locations for 3 bows
• Zipped compartment for music on the
outside
• $40 (Currently $161 new)
• Phone Judith on 0408 811 262. In Parkside

VIOLIN

• ¼ size handmade Fritz Otto Kaiser
Bavaria 1976: $500
• Very good instrument serviced and 		
valued recently
• Phone Cynthia on 8374 2064 or email
henleys@esc.net.au

CHIN REST
• Wittner Hypoallergenic violin chin rest
• Suits 1/2-1/4 size violin
• This wider chin rest is more comfortable than normal chin
rests
• As new
• $25 (RRP $54)
• Phone Jessica, 0430 796 356

Do you have any
music items to sell?
Members can advertise in our
newsletters for free.
Email the Suzuki Office with a
description, price and photo.
info@suzukimusicsa.org.au
Suzuki News - Term 4, 2020
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Diary Dates 2020
Note
3 these events are subject to change due to COVID-19 restrictions.
Termthat
1
We hope to reschedule and replace some cancelled events so keep an eye on your emails for updates.

Term 1
Saturday 29th February 2020

Sydney National Conference enrolments
and concert auditions due

Sunday 15th March 2020

All Comer Piano Concert - cancelled

Immanuel College, time TBA

Term 2

Studio Spectacular Rehearsal - cancelled

Immanuel College, 3-5pm

Sunday 29th March 2020

Studio Spectacular Concert - cancelled

Immanuel College Chapel, 2pm

Friday 10th April 2020

Graduation applications due - N/A

18th - 20th April (holidays)

Sydney National Conference - cancelled

Abbotsleigh College, Wahroonga NSW

Sunday 31st May

Graduation Concert 1 - cancelled

Concordia College, time TBA

Sunday 28th June

All Comer Piano Concert - cancelled

Concordia College, time TBA

Suzuki Workshop - cancelled

Concordia College, 3-5pm

Term 2

Term 3
Monday 20th July 2020

Showcase audition videos due - N/A

Sunday 30th August

Showcase Rehearsal - cancelled

Concordia College, 3-5pm

AGM - TBA

Concordia College, time TBA

All Comer Piano Concert

Concordia College, time TBA

Showcase Walkthrough - cancelled

Concordia College, 3-5pm

Sunday 20th September

Showcase Concert - cancelled

Elder Hall, 2pm-3:45pm

Friday 25th September

Graduation applications due

Sunday 13th September

Term 4
1st November

Graduation Concert

Concordia College, 1:15, 2:15, 3:30, 4:30

29th November

Online AGM - joining instructions to be emailed

Online via Zoom, 1:30pm

13th December

All Comer Concert for Anne’s studio

Concordia College, 1:30pm

Suzuki SA is a charitable organisation

Donations of $2 or more are
tax deductible
STEAA (SA) Inc.
BSB: 633 000 Acc: 1483 14859
Cite your name and the word “donation”

Keep up to date with everything Suzuki Music South Australia,
by following us!
www.Facebook.com/SuzukiMusicSA
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Suzuki Information
2020 Suzuki Council Teachers
Anne ApThomas (President)
Therese O’Brien (Vice president)
Kylie Mahony (Secretary)
Ann Vanden Driesen
2020 Suzuki Council Parents
Joan Mahony (Treasurer)
Jane Mangos
Mary D’Arcy
Administrator
Emilie Owens
PO Box 378 Mitcham S/Centre
Torrens Park SA 5062
E: info@suzukimusicsa.org.au

Office hours:
The office attends
enquiries via email info@suzukimusicsa.org.au
For urgent enquiries please call
Anne on 0401 685 730
www.suzukimusicsa.org.au
2020/21 Membership Fees
2021 Earlybird (EB) deadline 7 Feb
Term 1 Starter $120 (EB)/$150.00
Term 2 Starter $112.50
Term 3 Starter $75.00
Term 4 Starter $37.50
2021 Newsletter Copy Deadlines
Term 1, 2021 - Friday 29th Jan
(Friday week 1 - earlier preferred)

Members Advertising
Non-commercial notices
• Free for Suzuki members
• Non-members $15 each
Enquiries via email.
Advertising
For commerical advertising
in the Suzuki SA Newsletter,
please contact Emilie Owens for
advertising guidelines and costs.
(info@suzukimusicsa.org.au)
CHARITABLE DONATIONS
Suzuki Music SA is classified as a
charitable organization under ATO
rulings. Therefore, all donations
made to the Association of $2 or
more are tax deductible.

Accredited Teachers
Cello
Camden Park

Therese O’Brien

Trainee

0431 570 707

Sturt

Jenny McDonald

Trainee

8358 3694

Anne ApThomas

Teacher Trainer & Dip. of Suzuki Talent Educ.

0401 685 730

Hawthorn

Anne ApThomas

Teacher Trainer & Dip. of Suzuki Talent Educ.

0401 685 730

Blair Athol

Monica Christian

Dip. of Suzuki Talent Educ.

0413 992 945

St Agnus

Sarah Porter

Dip. of Suzuki Talent Educ.

0424 115 859

Henley Beach Sth

Ann Vanden Driesen

Certificate IV

0419 827 930

West Lakes/Glandore

Kylie Mahony

Teacher Trainer & Dip. of Suzuki Talent Educ.

0427 745 657

Sturt

Jenny McDonald

Certificate IV

0410 441 974

Woodville South

Sonia Treagus

Certificate III

0423 874 100

Eden Hills

Vicky Yagi

Certificate III

8370 2312

Flagstaff Hill

Sian Williams

Trainee

0417 836 179

Mount Barker

Nadia Buck

Trainee

0412 605 442

Sarah Porter

Certificate IV

0424 115 859

Sarah Porter

Teacher Trainer & Dip. of Suzuki Talent Educ.

0424 115 859

Harp
Hawthorn

Piano

Violin

Flute
St Agnus

Recorder
St Agnus
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Access all Suzuki forms at this link on our website:
https://suzukimusicsa.org.au/forms/
Keep an eye on your email for the release of the NEW 2021 Membership form
Join before 7th February 2021 to secure the special early-bird rate!

